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Passionate music lovers are always in a hunt for quality sounding devices such as music systems,
sound boxes and karaoke mixers. While music systems, speakers are costly possessions and are
not bought frequently by the users a good quality karaoke mixer for these devices is always a
commonly used pocket friendly accessory. These devices amplify the performances of your music
devices and you get optimum output from them. A quality karaoke mixer when gets integrated into a
music system, both the music and the vocal signals can be customized for optimal quality
irrespective of the performance of the source device, amplifier and the speaker.

If you are a music buff and more inclined to go for a higher end model karaoke mixer that works
fairly more than an amplifier, DA-1000 Vocopro might be your choice. The compact and capable
system comes with variety of different features which make it ideal for day to day home use and
larger venues as well. The digital echo with separate repeat and delay controls are DA-1000â€™s most
powerful functions which allow you to reach near professional standard vocal and music effects. The
new Vocopro digital karaoke mixer comes with treble and bass controls which can be used to adjust
the frequency levels of both the music being played and the vocals from the microphone. The
mixing of input from microphone and the player is better than the previous pro mixers from the
manufacturer. This really allows you to tweak your performance to perfection and attain that quality
that karaoke buffs always aspire for. The DA-1000 Pro has 3 additional microphone inputs, 2 extra
A/V inputs and 3 extra video outputs which comes handy if you have many inputs or outputs need at
the same time. This mixer plays both CD+G and DVD files types, hence you can play the top
professional standard recordings on the DA-1000.

The vocal cancel and vocal partner features of the karaoke mixer can remove or add vocals on
multiplex karaoke tapes and CDs as required by the user and produce decent result with the
function unlike other ordinary mixers. It actually delivers on the big claims it proclaims to deliver
which some might suspect for the small price tag attached to the device. This is not the only decent
performing karaoke mixer in the market. There are several more expensive models out there which
perform much better such as Yamaha Mixers that are far more powerful and deliver a better sound
quality. It will be very hard to find a better performing system for the same price. It is definitely worth
the money one puts in.
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